
Long Essay on Friendship 
 

You can rely on friendship when it comes to relationships. Friendship is a bond built on caring and 

affection shared by two individuals. Similar interests and emotions are another foundational element of 

friendship.  The finest life companions are our friends. They are individuals who love us and share in our 

joy and sadness. one of the world's greatest blessings. It supports us through our challenges in life and 

provides us delight to lift our spirits.  

Friends are those who are on your side at all times. Ice cream cannot be consumed while sitting down, 

but a buddy will phone to remind you. Despite the fact that you may not have many friends, you must 

ensure that the participants in your process are reliable and devoted. It is simpler for us to live our life 

when we have real friends. With our dependable pals, we get self-assurance and are less prone to 

experience problems-related suffering. 

Social media in today's society makes it simple to always know what the people around us are doing and 

where they are. There is now a sense of alienation amongst individuals as a result of this. When they 

upload images or status updates that don't really represent who they are, people frequently put on a 

front. We must keep in mind the grace of friendship blossoming within our "install-everything" society. 

Friends make life more enjoyable by being there for us in both happy and terrible times. True friendship 

needs bravery, tenacity, and an appreciation of both giving and receiving love. Usually, most people like 

disclosing their innermost feelings, hopes, and secrets to people they can trust. When they can, close 

friends are always delighted to assist one another. Bad friends, on the other hand, frequently show little 

regard for others and just worry about themselves. Friends teach us many valuable lessons about life. 

We don't have to wonder if they are evaluating us or thinking about something else while we are in their 

presence. After being betrayed by someone we loved, friendship helps us rebuild our confidence in 

other people and our faith in love. 

The world's richest individuals seek for the finest of pals. They constantly make acquaintances with those 

who can make their lives better. Understanding how to recognize the hostility around you is crucial. You 

won't understand that money isn't everything until that point. Money is not the most essential thing in 

your life; there are many other things that are. 

 

Furthermore, friendship actually fortifies us. It puts us through difficult challenges and then fosters our 

development. For one, we notice that even if we argue with our friends, we eventually put our egos and 

issues aside and work even better as a team. This is what strengthens us and instills patience in us. 


